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ABSTRACT

The effective hadronic action in lattice QCD with U(N) and SU(N) gauge groups
and with Susskind fermions is constructed in the framework of the strong coupling approx-
imation. For arbitrary finite (odd) N (in particular N=3) we find an effective potential,
vacuum expectation value of the (jix) and an effective action for the physical meson field
ir(x).
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1. INTRODUCTION

At present it is generally accepted that QCD is a fundamental theory of strong
interactions though quantitative calculations in this theory are poasile only in the high
energy (asymptotic freedom) region where the perturbation theory can be used. Up to
now the low-energy physics of hadrons has usually been described by the methods of
current algebra or effective phenomenological l&grangians.

Certainly it is desirable to obtain an effective hadronic lagrangian which is used
in dynamical realization of the current algebra, starting from microscopic dynamics of the
QCD. In this case one should be able to describe both high and low energy regions in the
framework of the same field theory (QCD).

When the coupling constant is large (long distances, low energies) the introduc-
tion of a space time lattice and construction of quantum field theories on it proves very
efficient [1|. In this case the quantum system can be investigated by different nonpertur-
bative methods: strong-coupling expansion, Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations, etc. In pure
gluodynamics strong coupling expansion can be performed easily [Zj and is used to prove
the confinement property. It does have a non-vanishing radius of convergence [3]. As the
continuum limit (physical region) lies at small coupling g tht strong coupling series for the
physical entities have to be extrapolated outside their radius of convergence. This may be
done with the help of the Pad£ approximation to the region where scaling behaviour sets
in, and by the renormalization group from there on.

MC simulations in QCD regularized on a lattice can nowadays be considered as
a main tool for obtaining low-energy numerical predictions. The MC method has been
extremely successful in the pure gauge case [4]. The inclusion of fermions cannot be
done directly due to the Grassroann nature of fermions. Therefore the fermion fields are
usually integrated out first. Often the determinant of the gauge field-dependent fermion
propagator that arises after fermion integration is replaced by 1. This approximation goes
under the name of quenched approximation, and usually the hadron spectrum is calculated
in its framework. The advantage of MC methods lies in the possibility of choosing an
appropriate domain of coupling constant j a in the scaling region. On the other hand, the
analytical methods give qualitative information on the dynamical structure of the lattice
QCD. Both methods can be considered as complementary to each other.

The introduction of fermions is known to be problematic in the lattice theory [5j.
If one naively puts two Dirac spinors ij> and t/> each with 2W2' components in d-dimensions
for each colour at each site of the lattice, each fermion and antifermion in the spectrum
becomes 2d-fold degenerate.

Nowadays there are several methods of placing dynamical fermions on the lattice
[6]-[8|. In this paper we consider lattice QCD with the so-called Susskind (or staggered)

lattice fermions, when only one-component per colour »(»' = 1,...,JV), Grassmann fields
X* and x' are placed at each site. 2d-fold degeneracy is used to construct 2'd/3) component
Dirac spinors and the residual 2id/2' fold degeneracy is interpreted as flavour degrees of
freedom [8].

So far lattice QCD has been extensively studied only in the strong-coupling limit
l/g2 —t 0 [9]-[ll], and encouraging results have been obtained. Spontaneous chiral sym-
metry breaking was found reproducing the current algebra mass relation. However the
evaluation of the corrections in inverse powers of the coupling constant (strong-coupling
expansion) is still important for comparing analytic calculations with MC (currently per-
formed with g2 < 1) and experimental results (e.g. for hadron masses, pion decay constant,
etc.).

Several papers have recently appeared, where strong coupling expansion in lattice
QCD is considered. In [12] the strong coupling expansion for a free energy (logarithm of
the generating functional) of the system where lattice gluon field (with an action of the
Wilson form) interacts with arbitrary external sources has been considered *' and a recur-
sion relation which expresses higher order terms of this expansion through the functional
derivatives of lower order contributions has been developed for algebraic computations of
the effective action. In [13| a double expansion in powers of 1/j;2 and Ijd for lattice QCD
with Susskind fermions has been considered. The paper [14] is devoted to computation of
the important corrections of order l / j a to hadron masses in the framework of Wilson's
euctidean fermion formulation.

In the present paper starting from QCD action with Susskind fermions we con-
truct in the framework of the strong-coupling approximation the effective hadronic action
for finite JV (in particular N = 3) unlike the paper |i5] where large JV approximation was
considered. We use Susskind fermions since in this formulation lattice QCD contains a
part of the chiral symmetry of continuum QCD [8], which is one of the important symme-
tries in hadron physics. In Sec. 2 with the help of the technique developed in [9],[10] we
obtain hadronic action up to the order Xjg1. In Sec. 3 the effective potential is found, and
vacuum expectation value of the meson field is calculated. Sec. 4 is devoted to the calcula-
tion of the effective action for the physical meson field JT(T) . Poles of this field propagator
correspond to the masses of real mesons. Sec. 5 contains discussion and comments.

* I In the QCD case these sources should be replaced by bilinear combinations of quark fields
and the resulting expressions can be rewritten in terms of meson and baryon fields.



2. EFFECTIVE ACTION UP TO THE FIRST ORDER IN 1/g2

Our aim in this section is to obtain the QCD partition function in d-dimenaional
hypercubic lattice in space-time

(2.1)

with sources o(z),r)(x) and i}(x) for composite meson M and baryon B,B fields denned

denned by (» = 1 , . . . , JV is the colour index)

Integration over elementary fields in (2.3) will be defined later.

The fermion action with Susskind fermions has the following form

SF =
(*.")

where

(2.2)

in terms of elementary meson W and baryon 8', B fields in such a way that *'

Z{c,V,v) = J Y[dB(x)dB'(z)dM'(x)ts-''lM'-T-*')+S'*.*(M'tJ) (2.3)

with the source terra

J £ X ) M ( X ) +?(x)8(«) + 7(*)u(x)) (2.4)

(2.5a)

(2.56)

Xi(x) and Xj(i) are one-component fields per colour t',/1 is a unit vector in the /*-th
direction in units of the lattice spacing a (unless otherwise specified a will be set equal

B(x) and B(x) are odd (even) elements of Grassmann algebra if N is odd (even). Sa(i) =
F (x) = 0 and B[x)M(x) = 7(«)X(i) = 0, Ww+*(x) = 0 for fc > 1. (These equations are
the manifestation of the Pauli exclusion principle.) All functions of these variables thus
are polynomials of degree JV at most.

to unity). In (2.5a) the first sum runs over all links of the lattice, T^(x) is the Susskind
phase factor.

Sir is the gauge field action taken in the Wilson form

(2.6)

(2.7)

U(x,n) is the gauge group element in the fundamental representation defined on the link
(X,M). AS a gauge group we consider U{N) and SU{N), i.e. U(x,fi) G U(N) or SV(N).
In the U(N) case, the source terms for baryon fields are absent. Up to the first order in
1/g2 we have

°,H,n) = J J[*Xi{

where

and

H*l"»> J

(2.8)

(2.9)

(2-10)

Jp = tr(J(x.

Integrals in (2.9) and (2.10) can be calculated with the help of the following formuia [16]

f • X )

/
Uik =

T



JV!(/V- 1)! e "» - i » G *» -X / w

•¥>>„

_ f 0 for U{N) group
for £[/(JV) group

For W(x,n) we get the following expression

(x + A) +

where

and the coefficients /3fc for k > 1 fulfill the recurrent relations [17|

(2.11)

Pi = - 1 and d/t = JTJJ-. (2.12)

It is seen explicitly that W(x, fi) depends only on colourless composite meson and baryon
fields.

In the large N-limit for U(N) group [16]

i_
JV

where

W0(x,/i) = 1 -

Wifx.M) i n t n

when AT is finite several first coefficients have the following form (N > 4)

' $3= ~
3(N-2)(N-1)

(SN -

(2.13a)

(2.134)

For JV = 3

i' + A) + S

For J and J+ we obtain

(2.14a)

where

and

' - 1 ) 1

(2.144)

Note that if JV is odd B; and B* are even elements of the Grassmann algebra, and

Using (2.11) and (2.14) we get (for odd JV)

x + p. + i>) - J(x



+\B(x + O)B(x + A + 0) - B(x + A + f>)

+[I(*)B{* + 0) - J{x

(x +•

p)I[x + A

+ A +

where

i) M(x + A

A) -

(2.15)

and we used the following property of the phase factors (2.6)

The partition function in (2.8) can be rewritten as

where

and

(2.17)

(2.18)

We have temporarily taken m = 0, it will be recovered later from a shift in the source
a. Z in (2.17) is a generating functional in an effective quark field theory, which may be
considered as a generalization of the theory of Nambu and Jona-Lasinio [18].

There are two ways of integration over the quark fields in (2.16) which eliminate
the composite meson and baryon fields from the partition function. The first one considered
in [11],[13] is based on Laplace transformations and is suitable if 1/d expansion is used. We
shall follow the second approach developed in [9],[1O] and do integration in (2.19) exactly
(since we are considering all fields in the same space-time site x, it is not written explicitly)

(2.20)/ II tXidxi*"'*™^" = / II <^x^'M(l + BBWn)

but

zo(°,ri,1\x) =ffW(i) + rf(:

(2.21)

(2.22)

In what follows we shall consider JV to be odd. In this case r\ and rj are odd
Grassmann variables and the following transformations are possible:

+?s '+J ' r>
= f dTdB 'e ~J'"" B'

= JdTdB'j £~^{l-tdNM

= f dM'd8'dB'cN''M'~J'd»*'~''B'+';i3'+r (2.23)

where we have used the following identity

So the integral over the elementaxy meson field M'(x) is denned aa the contour integral in
the complex plane encircling the origin

«,(*,?, i,; x) = f 4M'{x)dt'[x)dBli*

x t-T(«|J»>l'-"(<)B(.|+?|«|8'(«)

Using (2.25) we can rewrite (2.17) in the following form

(2.25)
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The quark mass term-mxx has been uncovered from the source term <r(x) [c[x) -> o(x) +

Thus comparing (2.3) and (2.26) we get the effective action

- ^2{dnM'-N[x)T[x)B'(x) - NmM'(x)}
X

where S(.M,2f,B) is given in (2.15).

From now on the prime on M', 8 and B' will be omitted.

(2.27)

3. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL

To find an effective potential we first integrate over the baryon fields. From (2.27)
and (2.15) the quadratic term of the baryon field in the effective action is given by

where

and

Slin(B,B,M) =

l{H,x,y) = -dNM.~N{x)6(x- y) - 2-

D(M,x,y) = D0(x-y) + -D^

v)

is just the gradient operator for Susskind fermions.

(* +A - y)Tr

-S[x - A -

(3.1)

(3.2)

+i\6{x + /> + A -

+«{! - A - o - y

- £ + A - !/)

- A.")) (3.3)

) - MN~l(x + t>)M{y- i>))

- x w - l (» + »)X(i - />)|

0)- MN~L(y + t>)M(x - 0))
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Note that Di(M;x,y) = Di(M;y,x).

The integration over baryon fields *' leads to the following fact

where G{M;x,y) is the baryon field propagator in an external meson field M.

The determinant can be written in the form

det G-

where

and
SB[M) = xTrtn(l

Thus the partition function becomes

+ tndN)

= f
where

and

4-

S(M = So (At) + Si[M)

**t*.A«) + ^ E

A)A*(* + A

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

Now we as usual use a mean field technique to obtain the effective potential V
and an expectation value

< M(x) >= v (3.11)

For the effective potential we have

-V = S

*' We neglect the terms with four baryon fields in (2.IS).

12
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where

-V = N{-tnv + mv + dFN(v2) + -^d{d -

where

and

with

*=0

Trtnjl •
volume

y = 2-N+1d^1vNR = N~,vNR

For the calculation of Fs we use the same procedure as in [10]

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)1 _ 1 1

and the equation ^ = 0 for determination of the stationary point of V can be written
explicitly in the following form

mv + 2d[viFil[v2) + y'1^ (V)]

1 (3.22)

which may be compared with (4.6) in [10] and (3.9) in [15] (note that in the n -» oo case
the FB term can be neglected). We shall obtain a solution of (3.22) as an expansion in
1/g2 and m up to the first order in l/ff2, m and m/g2:

! (3-23)
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In the N = 3 case we get the following equation for VQ

and for uj

(3.24)

i + /o)

\ (3.25)

where / 0 = / ( f? ) , / i = /'(«?), yo = y(vo) = ^ug and k3 = §,73 = 7| „ . , .

The similar equations we can write for t'J and v|.

We find the solutions of all these non-linear equations using an expansion in 1/d,
and up to the fourth order we obtain

»> =

2 ,2 15 441
id?

2 ,5 9
(3.26)

It is explicitly seen that in this approximation v* and «* are the same for U(Z) and SU(3)
groups.

4. ACTION FOR THE PHYSICAL MESON PEELD n(x)

To find an expression for the effective action of the physical meson field n(x),
which describes mesons on the lattice we shall use the following form of the effective
action for Scf/(M) in the N = 3 case:

xf{M[x + A) M(x + A + <>))f{M(x + £>)M{x + A + Z))f{M(x)M(x + &))

14
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A) + A + 0)+

n 2 2L*. (4.1)

Comparing (4.1) with (3.13) one can realize that in (3.7) the terms of order l/d4 and
higher have been neglected, and we have written instead of Trln the first nontrivial term
of its expansion: -Tr[{MsD)*\.

The physical meson field ir{x) is connected with the field M(i) by the following
expression [9],[15].

(!llr(x) at even sites
at odd sites

* ( * ) == f t)el

1 (4.2)

where v =< M{x) > and v2 is given by Eq.(3.23). Substituting Eq.(4.2) into the effective
action (4.1) we find that the quadratic term with respect to the ir-field has the following
form

(4.3)

where

A^jrfx) = *(x + A)

In the chosen approximation we obtain

- A) - 2irf»

(4.4)

and / , / ' , / " are functions of v2 from (3.23).

From (4.3) and (4.4) the meson spectrum and the pion decay constant can be
found with the help of the same procedure which was used in [15].
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5. DISCUSSION AND COMMENTS

In this paper we have studied lattice QCD with U(N) and SU(N) gauge groups
in the framework of the strong coupling approximation. We have constructed effective
hadronic action, calculated the effective potential a.'i vacuum expectation value for the
field M(x). The effective action for the physical meson field JT(Z) is also found. We have
restricted ourselves only to calculation of the first order corrections in l / j 2 . But the strong
coupling expansion can be developed further. In this case integrals like that one given in
(2.13) will appear but with integrands which contain the product of some number of U
and I / + matrices. This integrals again can be calculated exactly if Susskind fermions are
used.

If one compares the expression for the effective hadronic action obtained in [15]
in the case when JV —» oo with the expression (3.13) in the present paper, then it turns
out that in the latter case when N is finite there are many more terms which contribute
to the vacuum expectation value of the field M(x).

It seems to us not quite consistent to take into account in the large JV approx-
imation of the one-link integral only the leading term [15], if one would like to find the
contribution of baryons appearing in the SU(N) case to different quantities. From our
point of view it is necessary to take into account the term (2.13b) too, since baryons ap-
pear only in the next-to-leading term of the 1/N expansion. Moreover we should always
keep in mind that in general the l/JV and the ljg2 expansions do not commute.

Our approach in principle does not assume the use of the l/d expansion. We use
it only for the solution of the non-linear equations like (3.24) and (3.25), which can be
solved for example numerically. At the same time we are of course aware of the fact, that
mean-field approximation used in Sec. 3 is sufficiently good only if d is considered to be
large. Certainly, using the expression (3.13) for the effective action one can develop the
loop-expansion and find corrections to the tree-graph approximation.

Recently, interesting papers [19] have appeared, where the calculations in the
lattice QCD with Susskind fermions have been carried out in the strong coupling limit
with the help of the dimer technique [16], and using computers. In these calculations it is
essential that JV is assumed to be even (JV = 2 or iV = 4) and baryons are Bose particles.
It would be interesting to compare these results with the calculations similar to ours. But
in the case of even JV the transformations (2.23) cannot be done and the introduction
of elementary baryon fields is problematic. Maybe in this case the method suggested in
[11],[13] can be used.
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